
Tru Tique color wash from Walttools is a water born antiquing color
wash solution used for providing that two-toned, mottled affect normally
associated with the use of traditional powder releasing agents.  It is
generally used when clear liquid release is used.  It’s proprietary formula
includes specialty polymers for proper penetration and adhesion to the
substrate. This unique color agent is very easy to apply and can be applied
to virtually any concrete substrate.  This unique powder is supposed to
be mixed with water and applied as a liquid wash coat.  The heavy
liquid will run off the high points and settle in the lowest parts of the
design providing that desired contrast.
In addition to being used as a color replacement when not using powder
release, Tru Tique color wash can be used to restore and rejuvenate
older concrete that has lost its battle with the elements. Remove any
old sealer, apply color wash and then reseal with a standard high
quality sealer.

The color pallet mimics that of the existing accent powder release
agent so you can maintain color schemes while using different
products as needed.

1500-3000 square feet per bucket based on blend strength.
Very easy to apply. Each bucket come with a small plastic 2 oz scoop.
Add 2, 4 or 6 ounces to a gallon of water depending on desired look.
Mix thoroughly, apply liberally by sprayer, bruwh, watering can, etc.,
to the surface and watch it begin to settle in the appropriate places. Once
the slab is dry, you can still remove and color is areas you find to heavy in
color with water agitating with a broom.

One 3 lb pail will treat 1500-300 sq ft based on blend strength.

Tru Tique is compatible with both plain and colored concrete as can be
used with other Walttools stain products such as acid stains, water base
stains and almost any sealer.

For professional use only - Refer to Data sheet and SDS for furthur
information.  Always test color product for compatibility before full use.
Keep out of reach of children - Store in cool dry place for up to a year.
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   Desert Dust                Champaign                    Mesa Buff Copper Earth

EmeraldGreen slate Blue

   Med Brown                     Pecan                        Sandstone                     Terra Cotta

     Brick Red              Adobe Brown                     Coffee                       Dark Walnut

     Light Gray                    Medium Gray                Charcoal                         Graphite

Tru Tique
Antique  Color  Wash  Solution


